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What are the SDGs?

How can an investment fund contribute to the SDGs?
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There is no standard way of assessing a company’s contribution to the SDGs. That said, some
investment firms have developed their own methodology, often based on impact data from specialised
providers. These methodologies are emerging and differ from one investment firm to another.

BNP Paribas Wealth Management systematically analyses the methodologies implemented by
investment firms. This step aims to verify that the reported contribution to the SDGs is tangible and
permits to provide a better understanding of the impact reports.

Why does BNP Paribas Wealth Management analyse the SDG mapping 
methodologies of investment firms?

Companies can contribute to one or more SDGs through their range of products and services, and/or their
internal operations. These contributions are measured and aggregated at the portfolio level. Companies
can also impact negatively an SDG.

An investor can contribute to the SDGs by choosing funds invested in companies which lead projects
with a positive impact on the SDGs.

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a set of 17 interconnected objectives, broken down into
169 targets, which UN Member States have committed to achieving by 2030. They address global
challenges, such as poverty, global warming, prosperity and justice. As they are on most national and
international decision-makers’ agendas, the SDGs have become a common framework to measure
companies’ extra-financial performance.

Example of a company's contribution to the SDGs

Pharmaceutical 
company

By developing and producing 
medical treatment, the 
company makes a significant 
contribution to SDG 3, “Good 
Health and Well-Being”.

Product and Services Operations
This company, having put in 
place a wastewater treatment 
process in its production sites, 
also contributes (to a lesser 
extent) to the SDG 6 “Clean Water 
and Sanitation”.

However, due to high accident 
rates and poor trade union 
structures for workers, the SDG 8 
“Decent Work and Economic 
Growth” is negatively impacted.
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The 3 steps of the mapping process

Key points
• This methodology validates the reliability of investment firms' approaches to mapping their funds to the

SDGs and report on the SDGs.
• It takes into account the specificities of the methodologies of each investment firm.
• It captures specifically the SDGs to which the fund makes a significant contribution.

Analysis of the calculation of a fund's contribution to the SDGs
BNP Paribas Wealth Management analyses the reports on SDGs published by investment firms,
in order to challenge the contribution of a fund to the SDGs. This involves excluding
insignificant contributions and classifying relevant ones into two categories: Primary and
Secondary, according to the methods used by investment firms to calculate a portfolio’s
contribution to the SDGs.

Analysis of how an investment universe is constructed
BNP Paribas Wealth Management ensures that investment firms include issuers with
controversy management capabilities and filter out those with poor ESG practices. Equally,
investment firms must identify issuers that have implemented solutions generating a positive
impact on the SDGs, through an analysis of issuers’ activity and specific dialogue.

Analysis of the guidelines for linking issuers to the SDGs
Different ways of linking an issuer to the SDGs exist. The most common are illustrated below.

Within the strictest methodologies, the links between issuers and SDGs are subject to
quantified criteria. For example, a minimum threshold of revenue generated in favour of the
theme, SDG or SDG target, may be imposed.

Some SDGs, such as SDG 5 “Gender Equality”, are not easy to link to products and services.
The mapping is then carried out via the company's internal practices (operations).
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Company or 
Sector of 
activity

Linked to an SDG target: Target 6.3 : “Improve 
water quality by reducing pollution, dumping 
and chemical releases”

Linked to an SDG: SDG 6 “Clean water and 
sanitation” 

Linked to a Theme: “Sustainable 
mobility and infrastructure” (which can 
be linked to SDGs 6, 7, 9 and 11)

#1

#2

#3



CONNECT WITH US

The funds’ contribution to SDGs is measured based on portfolio holdings at a given moment. The composition of the portfolio is
subject to change, which may affect the SDG mapping. The information provided by the Wealth Management business line of BNP
Paribas, namely ‘Primary SDGs’ and ‘Secondary SDGs’, is updated on an annual basis. This information may therefore ignore
recent movements in portfolio holdings.

This is a marketing document provided by the Wealth Management business line of BNP Paribas, a French public limited company
with a capital of € 2,468,663,292, registered office 16 bd des Italiens 75009 Paris - France, registered at RCS Paris under number
662,042,449, supervised and authorised as a Bank by the European Central Bank ("ECB") and in France by the French “Autorité de
Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution” (“ACPR”) and the French “Autorité des Marchés Financiers” (“AMF”) (hereinafter BNP
Paribas). As a marketing document, it has not been produced in accordance with regulatory constraints to ensure the
independence of investment research and is not subject to the prior transaction ban. It has not been submitted to the AMF or other
market authority. This document is confidential and intended solely for use by BNP Paribas SA and companies of its Group (‘BNP
Paribas’) and the persons to whom this document is issued. It may not be distributed, published, reproduced or revealed by
recipients to other persons or reference to another document without the prior consent of BNP Paribas.

This document is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any State or jurisdiction in
which such offer or solicitation is not authorised, or with persons in respect of whom such offer, solicitation or sale is unlawful. It
is not, and should under no circumstances be considered as a prospectus. The information provided has been obtained from public
or non-public sources that can be considered to be reliable, and although all reasonable precautions have been taken to prepare
this document, and, in the event of any reasonable precautions, the accuracy or omission of the document shall not be recognised.
BNP Paribas does not certify and guarantees any planned or expected success, return, performance, effect or profit (whether from
a legal, regulatory, tax, financial, accounting or other point of view) or the product or investment. Investors should not give
excessive confidence in information relating to theoretical historical performance. This document may refer to historical
performance: past performance is not a guide to future performance.

The information contained in this document has been drafted without taking into account your personal situation, including your
financial situation, risk profile and investment objectives. Before investing in a product, the investor must fully understand the
risks, including any market risk associated with the issuer, the financial merits and the suitability of such products and consult its
own legal, tax, financial and accounting advisers before making an investment decision. Any investor must fully understand the
characteristics of the transaction and, if not otherwise provided, be financially able to bear the loss of his investment and want to
accept such risk. The investor should remember that the value of an investment as well as the income from it may fall as well as
rise and that past performance is not a guide to future performance. Any investment in a product described is subject to prior
reading and to an understanding of the product documentation, in particular which describes in detail the rights and duties of the
investors and the risks inherent in an investment in that product. In the absence of any written provision, BNP Paribas does not
act as an investor's financial adviser for its transactions.
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DISCLAIMER 

DEFINITION

SDGs
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are 17 objectives, broken down into in 169 targets, which UN
Member States have committed to achieving as part of the Agenda 2030. They address every aspect of
sustainable development (climate, biodiversity, energy, water) as well as other themes including poverty,
gender equality, economic growth, peace, agriculture and education.
More information here: https://sdgs.un.org/fr/goals

The information, opinions or estimates contained in this document reflect
the author's judgement on the day of his or her drafting; they must not be
considered as authority or be substitutes by anyone in the exercise of his
or her own judgement and subject to change without notice. Neither BNP
Paribas nor any BNP Paribas Group entity will be liable for any
consequences that may arise from the use of the information, opinions or
estimates contained in this document.

By receiving this document you agree to be bound by the above
limitations.
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